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hands, as he always h'l,I.Tl1ls was the vrrtu« of Lc 

!Hipr;' (I<)(»)), which alkwnllilm ro m.unruin its pr iv

ilegt'. !\ssOllaling h·iu i.;lIl!,( and 110111el, nnd slidlllg 

11l\ldnlin hack ami IOrlb bet ween them, (iodnrd 

dl'illll'd the Ir.uuc, art ICilhlllIlg ill(' (,fn,k world, ,lIld 

,lassH," <I1lt'lllas .!.it'slun· ro it , l ik c a new ordel 01 

IllyIIIOlo,tiy. Au.] 11l'IWITII rhcm, in IIWIlI, based on 

them, heIlCl'I(lrth, the ll,sure caused by rhe absence of 

t lu: g()(k lliildcrlin's madness marks the quintessential 

rn oruc nr 01 r hc <:bb c1Ufl forces poetic language to 

rct rcat lurrhcr mto itself, at the risk of losing itself. It 

is t he index of tl uu rupture om of which art appears as 

"t hc c nc] of urt ," and con ri nucs [(J position itself as 

such, more clwfged rhan ever, between utopia and nos

talgia. This is the destiny of lirerurure, painting, and 

music from rhe n inereeru h century rhroLlgh rhe: twen

tieth, from Romanticism to the avunr-gurdes. For a 

long time, it was, essentially, cinema's deferred destiny 

as well.For haifa ccnrurv, It was, in irs American torm 

especially, the only "innocent" art, identified as if by 

nature with the sor ier ies whose image it const rurred, 

so co speak, at a distance: rile agreed·upon distance of a 

projection that enabled <l social relation to perpetuate 

itself, in full vicw of each and everyone. It is from the 

day this distance was broken that we can symbolically 

date the moment when cinema became one among the 

other arts. In a new proxrrni ry, It lost its aura, the con

ditions for which would henceforth have to be cease

lessly reinvented The very year of Le IIHprir, one of 

Godard's rwo "carabiniers," Michel-Ange , buddy of 

Ulysses (the ocher rCify/binM), goes co the movies tor rhe 

lirst time In his l ilc 11(' t rics to peck into the lmag(' on 

the screen, ro see what he can't see from his sear: a nude 

woman j us; gncillg 1I1l0 the bath. lIe approaches the 

image, which is !)f0JCTI(,d onto his body, III nnor her 

,llu:mpt to sec what h.. r.rnnor sec. He Glr('sses the 

woman's iacc f(if a moment, then decidt'~ lO Jump inm 

the bach. Gfllbbing the he pulls the screen 

and rhc image wirh ir , thollgh rhe image goes on pro

jcning onro the wall bdrind rhe screen-c--Ii ke a 5')mm 

film on a bad TV set. And so, Godard destroyed the 

image. He did so, of course. our of rhe excessive love: he 

bears it~as if anyone could, sri ll or ever. go to the 

movies (or the hrsr time~ -·but it'.; also In proportion eo 

t he- aura he lends the irn.u;c. Think of the rnovcrncnr 

that hurls Ulysses, Ell ing rile real sea at Capri and the 

ticr mous sea of Irhucu, In the last shot of Le /."lilwiJ: 

Ulysses, pushed toward tilt sears), toward this "unique 

phenomenon ola disrance, however close it may be. ", 

Tlus IS the paradox of(jodard, which Serge Daney rec-· 

(Jglliz("s: he IS ncit lu-r prtlplw( uur rcvolut ionurv, but« 

r;ldlea! rctorrnisr ,111<1 an i nvenr or.': As a ltlmmaker 

whose act ion may be dcscribcc] as that of unveiling, 

Godard is atraelled above all to the veil, to tile thing 

that borh hides alld reveals what his movement 

unveils. lie relies on the fixed point that orients him, 

rowurdwhich, like Orpheus, he look, buck , because 

that is where his vision comes from. Godard IS. in rhis, 

very dose to Mallarme, in the sense rhur Mullurrne. 
when he lingered over the "crisis of verse," never {'[tiled 

to underline to what extent free verse brought OUt the 

unique character of the "great verse of yore," the alexan

drine, once so central to the idea of literary creation. 

And even when Mallarrne, with Un COIlf! de deJ, dealt 

the blow againSt everything char preceded him, he still 

maintained his "worship" of the "old verse," and contin

ued his explorations of the rhythmic requirements nar

rowly determined by what he dubbed so well "the 

combination, among chern, of twelve tones." Mallarrne 

thus succeeded in revitalizing literature by tak!ng off 

from the tradition he overturned, but continued to 

desire. In a similar fashion, Godard, the strictly con

temporary filmmaker "dedicated to the present," as 

Daney says, continually positions himself in relation [0 

cinema's past. Take, for example, both the alternating 

and parallel montages in Puissance de la parole (1988): 

the accelerations that digital montage permits serve to 

multiply the narrative and conceptual possibilities that 

have been linked, since Griffith, to these two great 

forms of monrage. Or, in Passion (1982), the various 

modes of shot-reverse shot that Godard subordinates 

to the combined pressure of the tableaux vivants, the 

video relays, and the ruptures of synchrony between 

image and sound. Godard tackles these old cinematic 

forms in a way that preserves what they express: both 

[he old (cinema as it's always been done), and the new 

(the future of their own transformation), In Daney's 

view, "Utopia doesn't consist of doing something else, 

bur of (Ioing something differemly," To do cinema in 

an otberway, in order to be able cokeep on doing it, mind

lui of all it can do, in order co keep lending it the power 

codo everything, indeed, to lend it even more power: this 

is the condition of the other filmmaker. 

Let's begin by referring to rhis place of the Other as tele

vision. Godard is [he filmmaker who knew, even before 

Rossel lini , alrhough in parr because of him, that it was 

impossible to think of cinema (to think cinema) with

our television. Think of Belmondo as the quasi-TV 

host, addressing the spectator at the beginning ofA bota 

de J(m/jle (1960); in Charlotteet Jon jules (1959), there's 

[he effect of a live broadcast and the concentration on 

Belrnondos voice. Using the first film as an example, 

Jean-P;wl Fargier has pointed out how one could 

generalile its significance and state only slightly para
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doxica\ly that Godard had never done cinema, and. on 

the ocher hand, never done other than television," It's 

the primacy of the present, nonsrop filming, a "theater 

of the moment": the work conceived as the result of 

clirecclllg several cameras 011 oucc. The hypothesis is 

pc·rsllasiw. hut should he inverted. Not: "Cinema has 

never existed .... Cinema has IOIl,li heen the puuuivc 

name o( what we didll't yet know (0 ca l l rc lcvis ion ," 

bur. rather: cinema must become the name of what we 

cali rclcv ision. Because that was the name given to a 

new passion of the imai;e. co the mystery of its presence 

and its distancing. 

Te lcvision is central In this mystery. From the 

beginning. it threaten'; it by producing other sires of 

the image. These arc the sites you have co steal from it 

ifyoll don't want cinema ro I~tli outside the image, even 

if it means "changin.l.\ rh« Imagc'," Television first ere

ares another s it c: it celcsriul screen trans!()fmed into a 

domestic servant. TV is above all an object that you 

touch, like its image, to which you {all "do anything." 

It offers a direct and indiscreet rclar ion , a passing 

image, which you pass without having to srop, since it 

never stops. It is this sequential movement, and rhi s 

spt'cd foullded 011 a mul ripli ci ry-c-of programs, chan

nels, and so on-that we must learn co fight while 

sirnultancously iucorpor.rr ing them. TV then creates, 

under its alias of "video' (or "electronic image"), still 

other sires within the itllage, that is, everything that 

comes from treating the image electronically, accord

ing to modes and frequencies still unknown to cinema: 

speeds, forms, ronaliries, and so on. At the two 

extremes ofsocial insr irur ion and individual puttering, 

television thus imposes '1 permanent modification of 

the conditions of production and reception of images 

and sounds. 

This is whar Godard sec's lind hears, and responds to. 

when he begins shooting II film. This was implicitly so 

during his first period. Ir became explicit llt'gil1ning 

with lei et "i/leIII'J (1974) '.lnd NI/Il/lfro dcnx (1975) ea 
film conceived by television, but clothed by cinema")," 

These films mark the end of the utopias of the milrrant 

period, and open onro a direct confrontation with TV: 

Godard's two great series of the seventies-nearly 

twenty hours of authentic television. Godard's serial

ism, his sorting by categories (so well observed by 

Gilles Deleuze), all the forms of interruption and over

lapping-self-quotation, freeze-frames, diverse frag

menrarion-c--and the various modalities of composition 

and de-composition of images, strategies of positioning 

and mise-en- scene: all dus \V,IS meant to provoke open 

competition with television, 'I need to beat it on its 

own turf and with irs own means, under pain of disap

pearing into TV, crushed hy (he wei,l(IH of irs incessant 
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drone. This act irude is, again, similar to what openly 

pushed Mal larrne coward a conception of The Book 

influenced by the growing presence of The Newspaper. 

And not only by the event itself, and its vanishing 

rruccs, and its dispersive vallie, but even the conception 

or the typography, the varieties of characters and their 

spacing: UNCrill!' cit de.l, this "forthcoming book," owes 

much to the present tense ofThe Newspaper. Mallarrne 

"rewards" irs contingency of being multiple and 

imperfect, just as literature exploits the shortcomings 

of language. He embraces its injunctions against 

chance, in order to dissolve them in "an exact, spiritual 

mise-en-scene." Mallarrne even founded a newspaper, 

as we know: the npcly titled La Demiere lvlodl.l (The Las

eJI Fusbron), in which he edited everything ("down to 

the theaters and dinner menus"). This was the forerun

[1(:1', the model !()r the "everything" of The Book, which 

he conceived as "the orphic explanation of the earth."> 

Similarly, Godard polishes up his television pro

gram" dreaming of becoming program director or sra

don manager of a Third-World-country television 

station, and reserving, in view of this "everyrhing't-c

borh actual and virtual, in the work, his work-the 

harshest words any filmmaker has ever had for televi

sion: television crews are collaborators; the Stare is an 

occupying power; the cinema, his cinema, is the Resis

tance. This is how Godard speaks co television itself in 

Chtll1ger d'image (1982). His is truly the voice of a 

writer opposing his silence to the drone, the inrolera

ble, incessant drone of chis foreign voice thar imposes 

irs dictare, so like "dictatorship" (in the last chapters of 

Maurice Blanchor's Livre Ii venir). But the most wrirerly 

writer is the one who, in order to silence it, knows how 

co mimic the noise, almost to the point of confusion 

wah ir , so as better to take it in and transform ie." 

Hence the need, so dearly affirmed by Godard in the 

seventies, to keep his eye on the eye of the cyclone, and 

s ruy both "on and under communication"-in other 

words, at the heart of celevision, bur simultaneously 

above and beneath ir , so as to maintain his desire for 

cinema. 

It is rmporranr to mention, even briefly, what char

acteristically sets Godard apart from Rossellini, since 

Godard is in so many ways his conrinuaror and his dou

ble. When Rossellini chose to do television and con

ceived his "pedagogical project," he did it against the 

lictl()n-effect ofcinema. In the name ofcommunication 

and education, he divided facts from illusion in the 

body of the image. He subjected the innocence of the 

image, in which he had complete and excessive faith, to 

a (heater of [be voice, a kind of speech, to which, in the 

end, he almost reduced the image. He invented a 

uropi.rn pedagogy of drama, supported by an obstinate 



will-co-knowledge. And ar the last he declared, in the 

name of the superior obj'xriv!: he gave himself: "I am 

not a filmmaker." Whereas, in the name ofan identical 

belief In the universal virtue of images, (;odurd is the 

Iil nunaker who, with u nonuropiuu bur mad will, 

auchors ill lilt, cincma tile carnival voice (hat trans
Iorrns rhc image's value of illusion by doubling its 

seductive force, which has remained whole, with a 

kllowJed,ge-fuIlClioll: A (jay Science, 

For in the begllllling was the voice, the voices, their 

irrepressible mull i p liei t y, r hci r reverberation at the 

heart of a dispersed center. There is his voice, which is 

not on ly his muster's v(.ice. rhc hcrrcr co avoid the 

slaves and "the monsters (as Godard calls the normal

ized adulrs of Frcmce!to{/rldtftlJf;rldellx!enjcmls [1977-78]). 

His voice was present, as we know, from the beginning, 

as if t ransrnirrecl live through rhe body of "her old 

man" [in Charlotte et sOl/ jules}, who delivers a mono

logue while circling around Charlotte. It is Godard 

speaking through Belrnondo, as he does, in a sense, 

chrough all the characters in his films. Indeed, they are 

all so many possible fragments of a discourse rhar is at 

once inchoate, modulated, and open-ended. Godard 

increasingly used this discourse, srart ing with lei et 

ailleurs and Numero deux, addressing apparatuses of 

mise-en-scenes and writing that take LIS to the heart of 

the problem: the need co construct (wirh a little derer

minarion) an image of Godard as writer, more so chan 

Godard as painter or musician, which has already been 

done, and done well." This brings us back and nearest 

to our image. When Jacques Aurnonr emphasizes rhar 

Godard is interested above all in "[he musical idea," 

rhat "if he's a musician, he is so everywhere other than 

in his lise of music, or rather, everywhere as in his lise of 

music," Mallarme comes co mind again: Mallarrne jus

clfYlllg rhe key role of music in rhe endeavor of Un 

COiff! de dis, in search of a superior synthesis C'Several 

means having seemed co fie to belong ro Ler.rers , 1 duly 

reclaim them").' If Godard is above all a "wrirer," or 

like a writer, if chis image of him seems more complete, 

nor canceling [he others. but, on the conrrary, bringing 

them together, it's because it's a quesr ion above all of 

enunciation, of a posture attached co language, which 

only he allows, linked as .he is [() the image. This is cer

tainly something new, [his position with respeCt co 

Everyrhing , peculiar co writers since rhe end of the 

eighteenth century, and today more visibly occupied by 

rh is hlruruaker of an orl-cr kind chan by any writer. 

Thars what makes him an other filmmaker. He has puc 

himself parrly in place of (he writer, from whom he bor

rows rhc value of quorm ion , prcr isc ly because hc's a 

filmmaker. Thus, tar lrom ending with CodaI'd, this an 

of our century returns in and through him, and signals 

a new form of accomplishment. 

By "Everything," we meun the relation among 

knowledge, expression, and responsibility, which bur

(lens the writer with a world forever more VIISt and 
ungruspab!e, within che limits of a Self the writer 

doesn't know. In the German tradition from Schlegel to 

Novalis and Nietzsche, "che subjective encyclopedia" 

culminates in disintegration, in The Wiii to Power, 11m 
Homo, and TheATitichriJt, In French history, it's between 

Flaubert and Mallarme, and later resonates so strongly, 

in desperation, here and there, in Joyce, Kafka, Musil, 

Artaud, Gornbrowicz, Beckett, Michaux, and some oth

ers. The ocher filmmaker figures in this lineage as much 

as in that of the great filmmakers among whose number 

he continues to count himself-more than in that of the 

equivalent painters and musicians, Godard says so clear

ly, in a dialogue with a writer (of course, it's also his 

function to be able and obliged consrantly to "say every

thing"): "As for us, we're the ones condemned to ana

lyze the world, reality, ourselves, while neither painters 

nor musicians are so condernned.?' The key word is 

dearly analyze. Neirher painting nor music, as essential 

as they are to Godard's filmmaking-for their formal 

material, and affective effects, as well as for their refer

ential value-can contribute fully to this analysis, It 

rakes place on tWO levels, whose interplay expresses 

what is most new and differenr-most orher-in 

Godard's films: on one level, everything that derives 

from Iiterarure and language; on the other, everything 

he weaves between the images. 

In Godard's films there are four modalities that link text 

and speech co image, but also divide [hem. They turn 

speech into something that sticks co the image, while 

hold in); in check the text, from which the image can no 

more tree itself chan speech can truly circumvent it. 

The firsr modality is rhe very visible and established 

book circuit, a continuous circuit with peaks and 

croughs. The book is the object in hum-the-slipper: 

you can hold certain moments of it, which you hold our 

co rhe other, your partner, as the spectator. YcJU expect a 
SOrt ofgrace from it , which is always deferred, since the 

real belief is in rhe image-before which the text is 

aiways lacking. An exemplary reference film (after Une 

l'emmeest une jemtue [196r], Pierret le fo« [r965}, and 

ochers) might be Detective (I985), which is full of 

books: the enormous piles of whodunits tossed on a 

table (pointing up the film's origin), and those books we 

reach for ar every turn to calm our anxiety. An ironic 

twist is Johnny Hallyday's mother giving him Conrad's 

Lord]iru: "She told me chat at every serious moment of 

my life 1 had only co open it at random, and I'd always 
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stumble upon something of value to me. It's been thir
ty years, and every time I open it, somebody comes in. 

I've yet to read a word." 

Then there is quotation, issuing from books on this 

side and beyond: on this side to mark how references 
spontaneously exercise memory and the body, like 
available traces; beyond, to create impalpable dissocia
tions-to contain, to veil the image as such, which is at 

once too simple, excessive, immediate, and out of 

reach. Nouvelle Vague (1990) is in this regard a paragon: 

in it, the image manifests a sort of fullness, making it 

Godard's most seamless film in a long time, almost a 
dream of the "classical" film. But the fragmented conti
nuity of the quotations, as unavowed and fleeting as 

they are constant and ripe with meaning, strikes bod
ies with the force of their detachment, encompassing 
them with a negative aura that gives a nostalgic aspect 
to the wonderful chaos of the sound track. Think, too, 
of the body-quotations formed by the extras in 
Grandeuretdicadence d'un petit commerce decinema (1986): 

each one is affected by a suspended fragment of a 
Faulkner phrase that he or she enunciates while mov

ing toward the camera. 
The third modality is also textual. It is common 

knowledge that Godard has privileged text over image, 
ready-made texrs--ads, signs, graffiti-c-all foregrounded 

by the framing of the image. Or those pages of books or 

of texts that fill the screen-s-Pierrot's newspaper, the let

ters and postcards of the "carabiniers," and so on. Words 

and phrases emblazoned across the image, composing 
and de-composing in place of the image, or penetrating 
the image, as in the credit sequencesof films of Godard's 
first period, and so many films and videos of his second, 
from Lei et ailleurs to Histoireis) du cinema (1989-). The 
screen becomes treated as a writing tablet, the word, as a 
kind of matter that develops, between sense and non
sense, in a multiplicity of directions. 

Finally, there are the voices. All the voices: those of 

the book and of quotation, and those of all the charac

ters from whom Godard's voice stands out more and 

more frequently and insistently. But all share with his 
voice the singularity of always addressing the spectator, 

at least somewhat-even when talking to a partner, 
whether-on- or offscreen. Thus, they constantly double 
the film with a critical layer that isn't commentary, 
since the voices remain engaged in the fiction. But this 

fiction is based, as much as or more than on plot, on an 

analysis of the conditions of fiction, the conditions of a 
possible (hi)story, in the context of a (hijstory of images 
and sounds. (The signature ending of France/tour/detour 

is "That's another story," while the leitmotiv of Passion 
is "So, what's the story?") So strong is this sense of a 

critical, questioning voice, that all the characters seem 

to be on a quest that, mediated by privileged interces

sors (Paul Godard in Sauve quipeut(la vie) [I979}. 

in Passion, Gaspard in Grendeur et decadence), comes 

together in the voice of Godard quizzing himself 

directly on his creation (for example, in Scenario dll/J", 
Passion [1982} or in Changer d'image). This doesnr 
mean his cinema can't offer the sharpest and most 

complete documentary take there is on contemporary 

reality; on the contrary. But it does contribute to con

tinually bringing the capture of the world back to the 

conditions that make it possible, and, in the last analy

sis, to the person who has become the echo and reposi
tory of these conditions. 

There are at least three ways of looking at this increas
ingly overt way of making a "cinema of cinema" by 
confronting the image with the powers of the book and 
the voice. 

The first is descriptive. Forced to define it, we might 
say: in exploding the antinomies of fiction and docu

mentary, in treating all stories as histories, that is, 
already anterior fictions (already filmed, written, paint

ed, sung), and all situations as possible (hilsrories, by 
saturating all the modes in which history can be told 
(tragic, dramatic, parodistic, burlesque, and so on), 
Godard's work oscillates between critical mythology 

and epic catalogue. It's also expressed in the resonance 

of two words: the essay, with all it implies about a con

tinual opening-up and the quest for knowledge; and 
the self-portrait, with what it implies about concern 
with the self. All this is borne out by the existence of so 
many "intimate" works, those based on "fictions," shot 
in video and not unlike those journalistic vignettes 
that novelists contribute to magazines from time to 
time (even if most of Godard's have been conceived for 
television). There is also Godard's increasingly substan
tive presence in the intimate works, the "essays," and 
the fictions. A film and a tape, nearly contemporane

ous, give a good indication of the tension between two 

overlapping and merging extremes in these works: 

Nouvelle Vague, in which the novelistic is riddled with 
the echoing voices of all the literary ghosts that haunt 
it; and Histoireis) du cinema, in which, for the first time, 
a filmmaker dares to evaluate the history of his art, that 
of this century becoming his own, because he tells it 
with his body and his voice. 

The second way of looking is historical and stylistic. 
We might base it, for example, on the distinctions 
made by Deleuze, in his three-phase study of the "com
ponents of the image," from silent film to contemporary 

cinema. '5 The silent film image is double: on the one 

hand, it's simply seen, in the image itself, the site of a 

"natural" truth; on the other hand, it's read, in the inter



al image. In Deleuzes novel scheme. the image is 
~ denaturalized" by the complexity that comes with dia

logue and the whole sound track, and "begins to 
become readable, for its part, insofar as it's visible or 

visual." The third phase is modern cinema (the cinema 
of "image-as-time"): here the voice wins its autonomy, 
according to a "free indirect style," and the act of speech 
separates from the visual image, itself, in turn, detached 
from its sensory-motor underpinnings. This is Deleuze's 
fundamental thesis, that, in modem cinema, images are 

no longer connected, but rather reconnected over and 

above the interval that separates them. So much so that 
each of the two images, acoustic and visual, becomes 

autonomous in relation to the other; cinema becomes 
truly audiovisual, and the two images have to be read, 
both together and independently, according to "a new 

Analytics of the image." Srraub-Huiller, Duras, and 

Syberberg are here exemplary, each working through an 

f?VJ:r.mnre J:x.tt:f.mf S,f..{l~\m{l .h!'SmfJi11 &'zt.'; "m.\.:~ ..aD..t 
image. But with Godard, as Deleuze notes, there isn't a 
pure disjunction, bur rarher a "system of disconnections 
and microruptures in every sense: the ruptures crowd 
together, and no longer pass between the acoustic and 
the visual, but into the visual, into the acoustic, and 
into their multiplied connections." Godard may well be 
the only one who, given the complexity of the present 
media landscape, can manage all three registers at the 
same time: silent, classical, and modern cinema. He 
constantly revisits film history, settling on its most tan

gible forms and modes; he does this directly in his His

toireis) ducinema. Passing, for example, through a same 

character (let's say, Sandrine in Numb-o deux) from the 
second phase of cinema (direct visible voice) to the third 
(indirect visible voice), in order to integrate and refor
mulate the first (pure image and written text), Godard 

proceeds to a critical evaluation: he works into the 
"mise-en-bistoire.' as into the mise-en-scene, whatever he 
is saying-s-or having someone say-on the central 
question he lives and breathes: the question of words 
and images. 

The third wayoflooking is thus metaphysical:a vision 

of vision, of what draws closerand what pushes away. 

Here, we must introduce one last voice: that of Godard 

speaking outside the context of his films to continue 

saying what he's already said in the films, and directed 

so many others to say. We know that Godard has 

always waged a troubled war against what he has vari

ously called words, text, writing, language, litera

== 3-: • .:.:.:. ~Fe:l2.':'::' :0 zero in on what he wants co 

'='f~se it with: the image. The image, that is, in its 
most truthful state: the silent film image, or 

any that still partakes of that aesthetic. One has 
only to reread Godard's interview with SergeJuly after 

the death of Hitchcock to understand his passion and 
nostalgia for the possible end of cinema, the ebbing of 

the visual, the triumph of death, and cinema as "the 

childhood of art." Or to hear the following words, in 

another context, also in May of 1980: "The image 
doesn't name. Silent cinema was a great cultural and 
popular revolution. It didn't name, but we recognized 
everything and knew everything. With the sound film 

industry, we started naming again.':" 

Naming. Or seeing, an act prior to all verbs. This 
tension has long and most often been polemical and 
deliberately anti-intellectualist, a position Godard has 

sometimes taken in relation to theory and thought 
(which has earned him Deleuze's reminder: theory, too, 

is something that is done, neither more nor less than 

the films it concerns itself with, and a filmmaker who 

spl:'.nts cfet-~ a t1feore1:1bkrf or' pl'ui'osopher, even 
when he prefers to ignore it). '7 Godard gave the conflict 
between word and image its densest expression at the 
beginning of Scenario du film Passion, doubtless because 
the film Passion, in turning to traditional, grand paint
ing, both secular and religious, was unconsciously 
making its way toward Christianity's central mystery: 
the conception of Christ as both God and man, man
God in the image of the Father, inscribed in the body 
of the Mother by the breath and Verb of the Father. "I 

didn't want to write the script, I wanted to see it. 

When all is said and done, it's a pretty terrible story, 

which goes back to ... , it's terrible, perhaps, because 

it goes back to the Bible. Can we see the Law? Was the 
Law written first, or was it seen and then, later, Moses 
wrote it on his tablet? I think that we see the world 

first and write it later, and that the world Passion 

describes had to be seen first, to see if it existed, for it 
to be filmed." 

The first question is thus that of the Law, including 
everything that's been outlined clearly since Numero 
deux and Sauvequi peut (la vie): excessivesex, forbidden 
sex, incest, and the image that could show these 

things-the aborted project with Myriem Roussel, Pere 

es fitle , itselfdoubled by a "Freud and Dora," which led 

up tole vous salue Marie (1985), the distant echo, twen

ty years later, of another, impossible film on the desire 
of bodies.>8 

What does it mean, to see the Law? Does it assume 

an anteriority of the world, of things, before all lan

guage? But where would the Law be, how could there 
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this presuppose that the Law, the words of the Law, 

could be visible before they were even written? Are we 

then to take "visible" in the sense of "heard," and imag

ine language as still immersed in the real, immediate 

presence of speech? This is what Deleuze is proposing, 

with his conception of a "seeable/readable" that charac

terizes sound cinema, in which language is part of the 

image. Several years later, Puissance de la parole upheld 

this sort of mediation, which is the entire significance 

of this work. In it, the phone conversation between the 

lovers translates an energy that is instantly expressed in 

terms of image, since the-words are transported into 

space, where they resonate, and their very resonance 

seems to create the image. The conversation is about 

desire, what it lacks and its fulfillment, and-by the 

very fact that they're discussing it, and detaching it 

from its pure image-surface-its Law. What desire 

lacks, its fulfillment, is also what gives it its power and 

guarantees its transport, in both senses of the word. 

The conversation between the two angels, implicated 

in and by that of the lovers, confirms this. An emblem

atic phrase, borrowed, like their entire dialogue, from 
Poe's "extraordinary (hi)story," is revealing in this 

regard, insofar as it refers the images we see to an idea 

of divinity, and of creation founded on an identity 

among thought, matter, and speech: "And while I thus 

spoke, did there not cross your mind some thought of 

the physicalpower0/words? Is not every word an impulse 

on the air?":" In other words, we have here an image

equivalent, a part of the image, a layer, a stage of what 

composes the image. To speak would then be to see, the 

opposite ofBlanchot's affirmation "Speaking is not see

ing," a phrase meant to tease out the writing within a 

speech unbound from seeing CA word like speaking 

would no longer be unveiling by the lighr");" To the 
neat formula ofL'Entretieninfini, "written speech," one is 

tempted to oppose Godard's "spoken writing," which 

brings writing to the image by way of speaking, and 

maintains them in a painful, vital, furious dependency. 

This implies for Godard the power to retransform 

all books, even The Book itself (the Bible and Mallar

me), by means of a speech that quotes them, plays with 

them, makes them enter the circuit of the film where 

they are torn from the page, their written space, as are, 

in Puissance de la parole, an A. E. Van Vogt story, 

"Defense"; the James Cain novel The Postman Always 

Rings Twice; and Poe's tale. This is a mode pushed to 

the extreme in Detective and Nouvelle Vague. It also 

implies the ability to treat written texts as images, an 

image, and the screen as a page. It implies removing 

writing itself from its own readability in order to turn 
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the law of the book, and all that to it. in the act 

of creation itself, in order to (re imake cinema into 

something approximating life itself. This is the back

ground for Godard's deployment of two origin myths 

into a mirror relation when, again in Scenario du film 

Passion, he accuses the merchants of having substituted 

writing for speech, and the accountants of having sub

stituted written scripts for the spontaneous inspiration 

of shooting. 

Godard's consistent reiteration of "Cinema is life" is 

well known, but in Scenario he repeats "Cinema that 

copies life, cinema that comes from life, that represents 

life." The second question, after that of the Law, is thus 

premised on seeing a scenario, rather than writing a 

script. How could cinema be taken for life? By "life," 

we mean both the reality that appears on the screen 

(image and sound, voice and text, indissolubly con

nected, even if the image is also always foregrounded 

for itself), and the way of life that permits this reality 

to appear. This is what makes Godard paradoxically the 

most writerly of filmmakers, even when everything in 

him rejects what this implies. The conflict emerges 

clearly in the following rather lengthy excerpt of an 

early conversation between Godard and a writer: 

Le Clezi(}--Would you really take a sheet of paper 

and just write without really knowing, up to the last 

minute, what will come out? 

Godard-But that's exactly why I can't write! That's 

why I'm always so touched by Flaubert, by the extraor
dinary pains he took to write. He'd think, "The sky is 

blue," he'd write it, and then he'd be sick for three 

days. He'd say to himself: Maybe I should have written, 
"The sky is gray," maybe instead of "sky" I should have 

written, "The sea is gray," maybe instead of "is" I 

should have written "was...." And then finally he'd 

write ... 

LeClizi(}--"The sky is blue." 

Godard-Yes, but what suffering. 

Le Clizio-Doesn't the filmmaker have the same 

problem? 

Godard-No. In cinema, the sky is there, and I'd 

never say, "The sky is blue," if it were gray ... I don't 

feel that I make a distinction between life and art. For 

me, directing an actress and speaking with your wife 
are the same thing ... If a look makes me think of 

purity, I dissolve to another image of purity ... If the 

sky is blue, I shoot it blue; if it turns gray, I shoot it 

gray ... Because it changes ... I get the impression 
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from writing in my room with pen and paper at night. 

If I wanted to write something equivalent to what I 

feel, I would do nothing but: write constantly that I am 

in rhe process ofwriting."> 

Le Clezio calls "technique" what really isn't, or isn't 

only technique. He thus gives a name to what made 

Voltaire "the last of the happy writers," and Rousseau 

the first of a different species, which is not yet extinct: a 

man alone and (a little) mad." Le Clezio hints at the 

detachment that, from Holderlin to Beckett, has made 
the writer into a being separated by the very power 

that guarantees him access to the entirety of the world: 

his writing, his language. Mallarrne also observes this, 

when he points to the consequence of the divorce 

between general action (life, History) and the restrained 

action of literature: "Solitude necessarily accompanies 
this kind of attitude." "Whoever achieves it, with

draws completely.": Blanchot has crystallized this 

experience by introducing an equivalence, at first 

blush an enigmatic one, between "lirerarure and the 

right to die."'4 And this is what Godard fiercely rejects, 

in the name of cinema. 

What he opposes to LeClezio is as simple to grasp as 

it is difficult to formulate. On the one hand, we recog

nize the pragmatic ethic of a cinema inspired by 

Rossellini, which adapts to the given reality of things 

more than it constrains it. On the other hand, there's 
the indivisible character of the shots: that block of 

space-time called the image is not to be divided (unless 

it's by a trick: a trick shot). Thus, cinema represents 

life, whatever it may show, and in spite of the manipu

lations to which images and sounds are subjected in the 

editing as in the mixing. But this is already less true 

the moment the image becomes electronic and permits 

intervention within the components of the image, 

dividing the field into individual elements and making 

them the object of a sort of writing-painting. This is 

where you can determine the color of the sky, a la 

Flaubert, and as Anronioni did in The OberwaldMystery, 

or, using more classical means but means already 
induced by this new mutation of images (for which 
Straub reproached him), in Red Desert," It's clear that 

Godard, who was quite early on so strongly drawn to 

video, has up to this point traced a sort of demarcation: 

except for the four "sexual" sequences in Numero deux, 

his exploration of the image StOPS short of denaturing 

it. Though it plays with the rhythm, the speeds, the 

thickness, and the coalescence of the images (by super

imposition, simultaneous alternation, or both), this 

exploration effects no internal transformation of the 

at the rnomenr Godard takes on video equipment (in 

Grenoble, then in Rolle) that he chooses-to oversim

plify a bit-the country over the city. This is also when 

his cinema becomes directly touched by nature, by the 

human, cosmic, documentary dimension of natural phe

nomena (even if it's already there in Pierrot Ielou ...). As 

if there were an equilibrium to preserve between a pos

sible, necessary artifice and an ever more primal desire 

to touch things as they are. But he's still on this side of 

the particular destiny that drives him to make this cap
ture of life his very life, to the point where in forming 

an image of life, cinema becomes the unique and 

absolute condition of that life. Again, Rossellini's 

example comes to mind, but from another angle-s-rhar 

of the films he made with Bergman. "Directing an 

actress and speaking with your wife are the same 
thing." Except that Rossellini, as Truffuur said, "prefers 

life." He preferred life to cinema, and that's why he, 

too, ended up choosing television over cinema. And of 

course his Nouvelle Vague admirers were the first to 

enjoy the ambiguous privilege of, as Godard says, 

"making cinema before having lived"'6-that is, of 

having had or believing they had had cinema as their 

only life. If you think about it, this assumes that a 

ridiculous demand is being made of cinema, asking it 

to respond, on the spOt, as if live, to a desire that no 
other art could satisfy, since no other art, none more 

than most cinema, is so manifestly attached to life. 

What is Godard thinking when he stresses that 

what he expects from a shoot is the possibility of dia

logue, exchange, communication, always reformulated 

and forever inadequate? When he asks each person, 

each actor and crew member, to be at every moment 

absolutely present, dedicated to the work in progress? 

When he reiterates his famous phrase: the identity 

between love and work (we always have to try to think 

about what that means. Godard has Hanna Schygulla 

say in Passion, "What you want from me is too close to 
love")? When in relation to ]« uoss salue Marie he 

dreams that the gestation of the film is like a pregnan

cy, that the recording time prefigures and prescribes 
the projection time, in the image of a never-ending live 

broadcast-that film, television, might never stop?" 

When he implies that this experience, which is a col

lective one, and must remain so, nonetheless be identi

cal with the will that compels him to retreat, alone or 

nearly alone, to his editing table and all his machines, 

in his studio/house at Rolle? He demands the impossi

ble, and this is his strength and his greatness. In the 

name of cinema-as-life, of life-as-artifact, he demands 



what Christ did of his disciples, in order to touch in 

them the community of men, He demands that others, 

all others, be like him, be him, become in themselves 

identical to him, which draws them to the image inso

far as to recognize himself as an image, to know his 

imagersj-being, he attracts to himselfall images, which 

become so many images of him, as he insists." 

In the end, Godard's paradox is that he demands of 

cinema what the writer has demanded of language as 

long as "literature has existed, and, if you will, alone, 

outside of everyth ing .":" But this assumes a retreat, 

which the indirect character of language favors, once it 

is no longer the natural echo of an order of the world, 

and must suffice unto itself, as the writer ought to find 

sufficient his or her own uncertain image, which rises 

from it and dissolves back into it. It's within an 

extreme solitude that each writer makes the personal 

wager that he or she can be at the same time God and 

no one, and has the chance to see one day, or, as some

times happened to Kafka, one night, "the world rolling 

at his feet," The extraordinary thing with Godard, with 

any filmmaker animated by a will such as his, is that 

this exigence takes place at the heart of an always more 

or less collective situation, as well as with respect to a 

more or less preexisting reality. It's in fact the popula

tion that's already there (sets, actors, and so on), that 

must be there, with all that they imply of material 

preparations and provisions, that Godard tries to per

suade to improvisational, spontaneous shooting, with a 

mad, documentary passion, in the name of a never-. 

ending desire for the present, for absolute presence, and 

for the coincidence of times. It is truly the eternal pres

ent, the always disjointed present of writing that 

Godard aims for and intends, ideally, to equal; he 

means to re-create it in another present, using means 

that, up to that point, implied other disjunctions, 

which he seeks to diminish. It's as if, in order both to 

conjure and attain the image of nocturnal solitude Le 

Clezio offered him, Godard would have to film and 

write just as well amid his crew on the shoot of Pnssion 
as in his house at Rolle, in his video studio, confronting 

his own image, finally finding it, seeing its Scenario, 

"before the invisible, enormous white surface, the 

white page, Mallarrne's famous white page." 

Deleuze has said of Godard: "He's a man who works a 

lot, so he is, necessarily, absolutely alone. BVt his is l10t 

just anysolitude, it's nil cxrraordinnrily poriulatt'tl sol i

tude."" This populnting, when it grows, oftl'lI cl rivcs 

the writer mud, slnce he cun only hour and wlderstall" 

it agninst a double silence: the silt'lIn: it takes to hear 

his own voice, and the silence of language itself when 

the voice disappears in the wri tren word. In the same 

interview cited earlier, Le C1bio remarked that though 

there is no such thing as a mad filmmaker, Godard is 

one of those who could become one." But Godard has on 

another occasion been quick to remark that very few 

filmmakers have been alcoholics, drug addicts, or sui

cides. compared to all the painters, musicians, and writ

ers-and that Eustache must have been "an exceptional 

case.'>' (Did he perhaps have in mind Gottfried Berm's 

extraordinary list of all the creators afflicted in body 

and mind by the splir between their "genius" and the 

worl d "): If there are very few mad filmmakers, it's 

because the image pnteus them, so long as there arc 

several (at least two) to make it and talk about it, and 

so long as the image doesn't stop, but continues to be 

seen and felt as a living thing through other moving 

bodies. Godard could have become mad, because he bas 

surrendered more man anyone else to all the clashes 

that have driven the image to the edge of disappearance 

in our world, and because he has appropriated for him

self all the obstacles that in our world threaten to 

immobilize all images. He has even chosen, the better 

to experience them, to live in part like a wr irer, to pur 

himself at a distance, as a means of protecting himself. 

But it's principally to see the image better, as much as 

the nature on which it depends. His solitude is thus 

populated, not only with the whole social and profes

sional field that makes him effective, "a force," as 

Deleuze says, but also with all the movements he 

employs to cont inuall y reanimate the image, in the 

excessive intimacy he has established with it. Thus, 

faced with his "white page [page blanche]," his "white 

beach [plage blanche]," as he calls it, his video screen, 

Godard knows he has "a writer's work to do." He 

might write, like Proust, "I have long gone to bed 

early," or like Rimbaud, "A white, E black, I red," and 

sketch the gesture, immediately filling the frame with 

an immense alphabet, as on a computer screen. "But 

you don't want to write, you want to see, to re-Je{'-ve 

[l'ere-7J1)ht" And gently 11(' hrings lip the rrozen, silent 

image in Passion or l l.mna Schyjrullu running toward a 

car, a bouquet of flowns in her hand; he makes r his 

image appear and disappear, Gltlsing the frozen image 

to heat. "But it's rnovcmcnr't-c-chis movement he gives 

back to the image, hotly and voice, because it's the 

movement it's always had, as long as there's heen cine

rna. Coclard musr preserve movcnnnt to (he last, even 

in fll!' situation (hat resembles ll10st closely the process 

O/'writillg, in which he creates, nt his house, his back to 

his hooksllt'lr, <II his I ypcwritcr, his Ili.l/oin'!.r) rill ri/ll~I/III. 

A film lake; n I,d,(· 011 IlIt·, This is how slnJng till' 1'('[;1 

don is bet ween caplUrillg n S(t'Il(' alld capturing liff', 

not only in the imHges surging onscreen, or the rcxrs 

that rake shape there, and the voice that guides them. 
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hl,t , ;1S on a Com purer SCH:l'n, "But 

write, you warn to set, CO n:~Jet.'~VC' 

lltly he brings up rhe frozen, sifenr 

Hanna SchyguUa running toward it 

lowers in her hand; he makes rhis 

lis,lppl'ar, ;,;.'u.sing the frozen image 

)vemc:oc"-this movement he gives: 

body and voice, because irs rhe 

. -; had, us long as there's been cine

reserve t'i10vemenr to che lnsr , even 

resembles most closely the process 

Ill' create-s, nr his house: his back to 

\ypewrtter, his Hi.f/nh1!(s) (I" ci"lliid. 

'I lile. This JS how srrong roe rela

,<ring ,I s,-qt(.: and (;apruriflM Hie, 
,'iurAing nO:iCn'('ll, or r1l<' rc'>.;t"
 

'IIHI the vCJice rhur guides [hem.
 



jean-Luc Godard 

but in the deepest heart of writing itself: the electronic 

memory of the typewriter spits our live what it has first 

recorded, written words that become sound, a piece of 

living image. 

In each of the apparatuses Godard prepares, he has ro 

be able to "touch the image," approaching, as closely as 

possible, its invisible and f"()rbiciden parr: the body, the 

true body, but also the bottom of the bottomless image 

itself. Godard-the-body-i rnage puts his hands flat 

against the white screen in Scenario £II! film Passion, 

when he says "see." But he pulls them back toward 

himself when he says "re-res-ve," and the image of 

Hanna Schygulla comes up, He's like Joseph in}e 110m 
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Hanna Schygullu 

sai«« Marie, unable to actually touch Mary's belly, or 

only much it by already withdrawing his hand, so that 

his desire, his "I love you," may conform to the law. 

He must maintain with respect to the image, and to 

the life from which it emanates, the distance necessary 

for it to exist as an image, in its dimension of belief and 

revelation. You don 't touch the Virgin's belly if you 

expeCL from her the aura destined to illuminate all 

images. The parable can be understood as a tension 

between Rossellini's famous and always too simple 

adage "Things are there; why manipulate them?" and 

rhe proposition derived from it of the intense need to 

retain images at the threshold of their disappearance, 

because of the increasingly vivid absence of things. 



"Things-images-might still be there. How could 

you nor rnanipu lurc rhcm?" Th is is how one becomes, 

hy digimJ means if,wc<'ssary, a privilct-:ed artisan in the 

light "between the digiwl and sunedng," Between the 

analog image and what threatens ir , we must seek a 

new Iouuclur ion li)r the image." 

The thing is that there's always a residue of suffering 

in "the image itself," in its pure visuality, which one is 

continually isolating, identifying, and trying to recon

stiture. This suHering distinguishes cinema; it is its site, 

its most intimate truth, the thing that protects 

filmmakers dedicated to making cinema "the reposito

ry of suffering." Godard elucidates this in a remarkable 

way, rearricularing with his final deduction a conviction 

of pure passion: "The image itself must remain our only 

chance of holding onto suffering, And ourpossibility of 

manufacruring what are called images-s-menrally or by 

means of visual aids-must be something where the 

visual aid is itself only a possibiliry of making images, 
in other uords, without a ierb.",(, 

Let's return for a moment to the silent film era, ro 

the very beginning, before t l.ere were scripts, when 

nothing was named. Back rher., cinema rhar was made 

up during shooting was in the process of constructing 

an imaginary unity, founded Oil disrance, even if it was 

only half-aware of doing so, Irs spectacle could be taken 

for because it fixed the life-moments it animated 

within an intangible frame, a frame no one was sup

posed to penetrate, neither the spectator nor the voice 

or avowed subjectivity of a a author (this is what 

allowed the filmmaker-actor's body to be so present in 

burlesque: it's just an other body, instantly given over 

t o the desire for spectacle). At the very moment it was 

being done, cinema could in this way participate in 

life's immediacy. But this cinema--life continuum 

became limited by the material and psychic divisions 

characteristic of an institution that stakes its claim in 

(he social space, and would eventually quite naturally 

produce its own rarionalizaricns as It became simulta

neously an art and an industry: the script, shooting 

script, and so on. This is, in shorr, what happened ro an 

an that would soon become classical, and in its OWIl, 

new mode adopt a position similar to that of other arts 

in earlier historical epochs. 

Godard's paradox, then, his "madness," would be 

that he aspired to a situation of impalpable origin, a 

sort of "primal scene" of cinema. Wholly dedicated to 

the image and co I( alone, aod set on mai nt a i n i ng a 

pressure on all ear lier films, as well as on all films co 

come, Godard can thus intentionally ignore the pre
scriptive value ofsilent film's inrertirles (as Deleuze 

aptly recalls), as well as the force of the script and che 

intangible minutiae of the shooting script In the work 

ofHirchcock. Godard is aiming beyond them, toward 

\111 ideal stuce destined to make an image exist, a unique 
irnnge-body, as it were, disengaged from the (hi)srory 

it's born in, because thur would be its basis, This myth
ic view informs simultaneously the beginning and limit 

of (hi)stOry-this history of cinema that also becomes 

the history of the origin and creation of the world, of 

cinema as re-creation and restarting of the world, 

Godard has become heir, Messiah, interpreter, and 

witness to this history; from Passion to Scenario du film 

Passion, from Puissance de la parole to Histoireis) du cine
ma, it's one and the same question: the creation of a 

film, the creation' of the world, the history of the cre

ation of cinema, It's Fiat Iflx without cheverb-e-always 

more or less obscurelyguarnnteedby the.lumlnance of 

words, but also transcending th~m':-W'hich must be' 

preserved and loved, 

In the final rexr of VEntretien he comes' 

closest to "the absence of book," describes 

two types of writing. First, there would bewharhe 

calls a "black writing," that of the witnessed and visi

ble book, whose image is the Bible, the sacred bo~k 

that sets down in script the speech from which it is 

born. But there would also be before it, always and for

ever, a "white writing," in which the Law would be in 

some way absent to itself, for this "first writing" evades 

discourse, communication, and commentary: it is "om

side speech, and turned solely toward the outside,"> The 

first writing is the one Godard restores to speech, both 

living Instance and reference of a law whose presence 

and debate cannot be denied. The second writing is, on 

the other hand, the one Godard would like to commit 

to the image and to it alone, like the secret of a law that 

would surrender before the affirmation of a pure love 

and transparency, along wirh the nostalgia and suffer
ing that flow from ir. 

Godard is, in a sense, quite close to old Nicephorus, 

who believed in the image, and thought that the evan

gelical message of the icon was not only equal but 

superior to that of the Gospel irself.> The image is all 

the more universal and absolute in that, unlike words, it 

is wi thour conrradicrion-s-rhere is no counter-image

and its presence is whole and immediate, without delay, 

It is as much the object of public worship, in the holy 

places it illuminates, as it is the object of an intimate 

relationship, in the private dwellings it transforms by 

irs grace, and by the mystery it holds and envelops'~i, 

The image thus protects those whogh'e'theIIlselve~'u .....•. 

to it. This is what Godard dreai11s>ofH,,;1ienh~tc6'n~,'" 
ceives his films all at once, andseek;e·~~G~c~l1strui£,t.he 
image (Nouvelle Vague, "Vague ~~~te//e~~j:~~nd;wh~;;~he1 " 

peppers a video hom'emovie:~ltplef; 
intended for television,with, e,l~ages,L 

~'i;,st",-.:i F'~~,"""~'" '.. >-,''':.--''' 
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Jean-Lue Godard 

____ ......c Vl lIle past ~JOjf ana rt ara lli)QO), mr 

example), Even if only as a Christian who becomes 

Christ without God. Godard is destined, like the 

Romalllic writers and so many writers after rhem, to be 

the one lind the other. or to pretend to be, Th is is why 

the image, which comforts him so, frightens him also, 

to the point where he can't live withour the "other," 

without an other, the person one talks co,and to whom 

he also addresses the image, his image, since it is also 

wich him or her that he has made it. 10 

It remains to write on Godard's behalf this "lercer 

to the beloved," which he so eloquently claims lives ~n 
every work (see Changer d'image), and indeed is every 

work. We've known this since Rousseau, since the 
Romantics, srnce Schlegel and his "Letter" On Pbiloso
jJhy (til Dorothea;--Dorothea-Lucinda, the woman

light, she who gives form and life to light, when she 

stands behind both the man and the work." Godard is 

a writer also because he was (he first to give cinema 

such a clear and torrnenred expression of the question 

of the other, in its creative and self-reflexive dimen

sion. The other would be the one on whom one 

depends, in reality and symbolically, to make the work 

arrive, to make it possible. "All texts are texts to the 

beloved, somewhere; whether it be the Revolution, a 

woman, or a man, all texts can be considered texts to 
the beloved." 

The other could thus be the Revolution or the revo

lutionary, or each of the two Lurniere brothers to the 
other, as Godard likes co recall, to reemphasize that cin
ema is, from the outset, a battle waged against solitude, 

since it's only made in a group. The other would then be 

the producer, the assistant, the technician, the collabo

rator. any other whom Godard uses for the work, and 

who becomes, ideally, an element of this expanding 

image, which assures at the same time the image of its 

creator. The Other is thus any other, but also and above 

all a woman, and before any other. the beloved, 

We ought to be able to say who this woman is, and 

how the work crafts an image of her, an image through 

which Godard seeks to recognize himself. She is both 

many and one. There is, of course, the actress, who was 
also che WIfe or the lover, Anna Karina, Anne Wiazem

sky CDirecting an actress and speaking with your wife 

are the same thing"), They represent the riddle of what 

IS sirnulraneously taken and given, through the body 

offered ro the Image, as through life merging with cin

ema. Then there is the actress again, the girl-woman/ 

woman-child, roo intensely coveted in the name of an 

impossible incest not to end in the image that puts her 

at the desired distance, once and for all: Myriem Rous

sei-che Virgin Mary, whom we find again at the end of 

je ZI()1tJ set/lie Marie, very like Nana in Vivre sa tlte (I962): 
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L woman between holy maternity-creation and prostitu

tion, between love and work. 

In a much more amorphous and undoubtedly deeper 

partition, there is his collaborator-companion, Anne

Marie Mieville. Godard's entire adventure between cin

ema and television, cinema and video, public and 

intimate images is bound up with her, across so many 

shared works, in part or enr irely, from lei et ail/elln to 

L'Enfancede l'nr: (r 990), with the privileged moment 

of Solt and Hard along the way-c--tha r "Conversation 

Between Two Friends" about their life and things of 

this world. "Cruel mothering,' said Daney ofMieville's 

voice, which covers and corrects Godard's in lei et 

ailleurs, and extends itself via Sandrine's voice telling 

the man a thing or two in Numem deux." True enough, 

but her voice offers to whoever submits to it much 

more than simple masochism: it offers a renewed possi

bility of making an image, of placing his voice in the 

image, of reclaiming himself more as an image, as 

Godard has continually done. 

Going toward this image, then, in the films them

selves, there would be two times two women, in Sal/lfe 

qui pesa (L« vie) and Passion, In the first film, we find 

again the whore and the woman who liberates herself, 

confronting Godard's double, Paul Godard, who 

destroys himself on contact with them. Isabelle and 

Denise are linked by a complicity that makes of one the 

mistress of her body and free of her pimps, even if they 

beat her, and of the other this strange and unique 

woman-writer, this almost too literal feminine double 

who exchanges television for solitude, and leaves Paris 

for Switzerland in order to finish her writing project. In 

Passion there are the two women, one on either side of 

]etzy, the director, Godard's double in this film that is, 

more than any other, devoted to the present moment of 

the work. Hanna and Isabelle, "the one open and the 

other closed," are equally necessary to ]erzy in his end

less quest for the light, which passes through their 

bodies, the bodies of women and actresses, 

One could do as Godard has suggested (a moment of 

Godard's voice), and have literature be Orpheus and 

cinema Eurydice, in a never-ending conflict between 

word and image that would actually bridge the gap 

between the sexes, Bur in a less clear-cut VIew, closer in 

a sense to what Blanchot meant by "the look of 

Orpheus,"!' we could also have Orpheus be cincrno in 

search of its Eurydice, nnd doubly so: in addressing 

itself to Eurydice as to the otht'l', the bclovcc], its {!Oll

hle umong doubles, cinema conn·ive, irsclt' ill il Hew 

and puinfu! intimacy, as literature has so often don«. 

But even from rho dcpths of this retreat that rhrouu-ns 

its existence, cinema remains, first and foremost, the 

art that is more directly engaged than others, by 

nature, in a struggle against sol ituclc and loss. This is 

why, says Godard, commenting recently on his Hi,t

toireis), "cinema authorizes Orpheus to look back with

our causing Eurydice's death. H,,, 
Given this skein, this connection, there is surely no 

image more correct than the decision taken to assemble 

within a single reel, in rhe negative itself, in the deep

est body of the film, both Mievilles short film Le Li11J'e 
de Marie and Godard's film]e 110m saine Mane. The 

exact weight of the words inspires dreaming: between 

the child Mary and the Virgin giving birth to the cele

brated child, writing and speech, the action of grace, 

meet, and together tend coward, and into, the Image. 
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